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BUG MUSIC 

SPIDER SONG

ACTIVITIES AND IDEAS AND MUCH MUCH MORE!



WHY DIFFERENT GENRES MATTER AND HOW THEY CAN HELP

Here are some different musical tracks that are easily 
found on-line that children might enjoy when exploring 
the theme mini beasts

 The Caterpillar song  by the Cure

 Flight of the bumble bee by Rimsky-Korsakov

 Worm by Yan Cook

 Cricket ambient sound recording

Exploring different genres of music can help  
deepen your understanding of individual 
children’s musical identity. All children develop a 
relationship to sound and music through their 
earliest experiences in their home environment, 
before they start school, and even before they are 
born! 

Considering children’s musical identities and 
preferences in your early years setting can help 
them to relate, engage and focus on activities. 
Providing an enabling environment that facilitates 
communication, connection and exploration. 

Talking about different musical genres also 
exposes children to a range of new vocabulary and 
promotes curiosity about the world around them!



MINI BEAST SOUNDS EXPLORATION 
Did you know that some scientists think that worms make 
a sound, and that robins can hear them. That’s why they 
turn their heads when looking for worms!  

Possible questions to extend children’s thinking:

 If worms can sing but we can’t hear it, I wonder what 
that sounds like? 

 Can you hear the worm sing? Or spider? Or cricket? Or 
blackbird? 

 What are they saying?

Possible activity ideas:

 Search for different insect sounds online. Play the 
sounds for children – listen and talk together about 
which insects they might be.

 Encourage children to make some insect songs using 
the sound makers.
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Brown cricket, brown  what do you sing?
Black bird black bird what do you sing?
Wiggly  worm, squirming worm, what do you 
sing?”
(Idea adapted from Brown Bear by Eric Carl)



CHANGE THE WORDS TO TWINKLE LITTLE STAR AND MAKE 
UP YOUR OWN BUG SONGS

Song for a worm (sung to twinkle!)

 Dig and dig and dig down low

 Make a hole and in you go

 Peek above the soil on top

 Grub around with worms and slugs

 Dig and dig and dig down low

 Make a hole and in you go !
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LISTEN TO 
NATURAL SOUND 
RECORDINGS AND 
MAKE YOUR OWN 
INSECT SOUNDS 
WITH 
INSTRUMENTS OR 
VOICES

 Find some natural sound recordings (Spotify, 
ambient CDs, or  make your own) 
http://bbcsfx.acropolis.org.uk

 Make a playlist of different sounds and talk about 
them together.

 Make your own insect sounds with different 
instruments, noise-makers or your own voices!

 Try recording your own natural sounds on a listening 
walk



MAKE A “FEELY BAG”

Make a bag of different textures to represent different bugs. 

For example, you could add a hair-brush for a spiky bug, some imitation fur for a hairy/furry bug, a 
lychee/peeled grape/slide of banana for a slimy bug, cooked spaghetti for a slimy bug with lots of legs. Talk 
about the different textures using a range of words e.g. rough, spiky, soft, hard, slimy. 

Make different noises to accompany the different textured “bugs” as you explore! Encourage children to 
generate ideas for how to make the different sounds.

 “Are you a hairy bug?” (rough sound) 

 “A slimey bug?” (smooth sound or a sticky sound!)

 “A tiny bug?” (tiny sound) 

 What kind of bug shall we be?
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HOW MANY 
SOUNDS 
FROM ONE 
INSTRUMENT?

HOW MANY INSECT SOUNDS CAN YOU 
MAKE WITH YOUR HANDS, OR DIFFERENT 
BEATERS?

ENCOURAGE CHILDREN TO TAKE TURNS 
MAKING SOUNDS FOR ALL THE DIFFERENT 
INSECTS!
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